
Hazard Impact Factsheet: Tornado

Definition
Scientists do not totally understand how tornadoes form
and no two tornadoes are the same, but they do need
certain conditions to form. They usually form when
different temperature and humidity meet, particularly
during intense or unseasonable heat.

Warm air generally rises, however when two different
masses of air with different densities meet the cold air
will trap the warm air beneath it. As the warm air cannot
move upward it begins to rotate and as the sun heats the
ground more warm air will rise. Eventually the warm air
will explode upwards into the cold air layer above,
usually causing a storm to develop quickly. The upward movement of air can become
rapid and winds cause it to rotate. A rotating column or funnel will drop towards the
ground that can be hundreds of metres wide and spinning at speeds over 200 miles
per hour. They usually do not last long, usually falling anywhere between 20 seconds
to an hour. 

What you will most likely find on arrival
Tornadoes are arguably the most violent storms on Earth, meaning they can cause
serious damage and destruction. In addition, although they do not last long they can
tear a damage path up to 10 miles long. The speed of the tornado usually correlates
with level of the damage caused, for example around 158-206 mph is likely to cause
severe damage, 207-260 mph will usually cause devastating damage and over 261
mph will be incredible damage. When devastating damage is caused even well-
constructed buildings will be destroyed and with incredible damage cars could be
thrown over 100 metres and strong buildings can be swept away. The tornadoes
winds and debris are the causes for most of the structural damage, however nearly
half the injuries occur after the tornado during the rescue and clean-up. 

Impact/ Likely 
Devastation

Effect for aid work

Can be a high 
death toll.

- Death of local counter parts could make co-ordinating 
with local administrations more difficult.

- Could create a slight labour deficit – issue of either hiring 
outside skilled staff who don’t know local culture etc or 
training local staff who know local culture but are not 
skilled.

Damage to 
buildings – 
buildings collapse, 
roofs ripped off etc.

- Search and Rescue will be required.
- Lack of places to set up a base, could mean a great 

distance between affected area and headquarters.
- Can lead to high number of displaced and homeless over 
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a wide area. Most likely need some sort of temporary 
accommodation or could be congregated at evacuation 
centres. Shelter

- High numbers of injured due to buildings collapse and 
flying debris (i.e broken bones, head injuries, soft tissue 
damage). Health

- Loss of building may also mean loss of personal items, so
supply and distribution of non-food items Shelter

Damage to 
Infrastructure- 
electric poles and 
cables most likely 
destroyed, roads 
covered in debris 
bridges and 
railways damaged

- Major logistical issues as lack of modes in which to 
transport supplies. Food, Shelter, Health

- May need to clear debris first before road usage possible.
- Ability of the affect population to get to Health facilities 

and visa versa could be greatly affected.
- Damaged power lines and gas leaks can cause fires and 

a lack of power available so may need to source a means
of power.

Additional 
challenges

- Any farms in/near the path of the tornado will be 
destroyed and animals killer which will cause an issue 
sourcing food in the local area. Food 

- Water contamination can occur which can lead to 
disease. WASH, Health

- Stress-related disorders are common. Health 
- Education to prepare for future tornado i.e. teach them to 

get to a basement if possible and stay away from 
windows etc, establish protective shelter with practice 
drills.

Famous Example
Joplin Tornado in Missouri, USA – 2011
This tornado was on the ground for 22.1 miles and
lasted 38 minutes leaving a range of damage in its
path, at first the damage was lesser but as the
speed of the tornado grew so did the extent of the
damage. At its peak it was a mile wide and spinning
at over 200 mph. The tornado killed 158 people,
injured 1,000 people and destroyed 7,000 homes.
As the strength grew, well-built commercial
buildings started sustaining heavy damage, the local St John’s hospital was severely
damaged and parking stops that weighed between 200-300 pounds were lifted into
the air and thrown yards. At full strength, homes were crushed and the foundations
swept away while vehicles were tossed into homes or rolled up and crushed
completely.

Molweni Tornado in Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa – 2008
This tornado lasted only about 7 minutes and yet did a lot of damage to the area. In
an area with around 2,000 houses, mainly built under the government's
Reconstruction and Development Programme, roughly only half of them were left
standing after the tornado. The collapsing of many homes meant there were large
piles of rubble and roofs had been torn off houses. Also electric poles and thick cables
had snapped adding to the destruction. Hundreds of people were injured putting a
high demand on ambulance services transporting the injured to nearby hospitals.
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